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Evolution of natural eyes and biomimetic imaging
devices for effective image acquisition
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In the natural evolutionary process, biological creatures have developed diverse visual structures apt

for their habitational environments. These natural vision structures have inspired the development of

artificial vision systems. These systems have numerous advantages in image acquisition compared to

conventional imaging devices, including high visual acuity, motion sensitivity, simple accommodation,

and low optical aberration. These advantages have contributed to the advances of various imaging

devices for autonomous vehicles, mobile electronics, visual prostheses, and machine vision systems.

Here, we reviewed recent advances in bio-inspired artificial vision systems that have mimicked the

optical and retinal advantages of natural vision structures. These artificial vision systems have overcome

many critical challenges in conventional image systems and presented potential for the next-generation

image acquisition systems. The remaining challenges and the future outlook are also briefly described in

the conclusion section.

1. Introduction

The eye is a vital organ for living creatures that can detect light
and perceive visual information from their habitat. From the
simple early eyes (e.g., pigment pit and ocelli)1–4 to highly
advanced eyes (e.g., chambered eye and compound eye), numer-
ous creatures have optimized the function and structure of
their eyes in response to different demands for their survival.
Unlike the simple configurations in the early eyes that only
sense ambient light levels,5 advanced visual functions are
essential for some creatures to cope with complex environments,
such as determining the direction of light, distinguishing shapes
and details, and discriminating colors.6–10 For example, insects
and crustaceans have evolved to have compound eyes composed
of multiple ommatidia,11–14 specialized for wide field-of-view
(FoV) imaging and motion detection. They even can detect
polarized light to figure out the moving direction. Birds and
reptiles have evolved to have a unique structure called a fovea
for high-resolution vision.15–18 Some creatures have eyes that
can detect ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR) light.19–22

These biological eyes have inspired us to develop imaging
devices capable of acquiring visual information more effi-
ciently. For example, imaging technologies have made steady
progress by replicating the essential features of advanced vision
systems in nature, including the iris (aperture), lens (artificial
lens) and retina (photosensitive layer).23–25 However, tradi-
tional imaging technologies still have significant scope for
improvement in terms of simplicity, miniaturization, and other
functional aspects.26,27 For instance, digital cameras usually
have flat photosensitive layers because they are manufactured
on planar wafers through the conventional microfabrication
processes. Field curvature is one of the frequently occurring
optical aberrations in these flat image sensor systems, which
refers to the deviation of the focal position from the basic
curved image surface called the Petzval surface as the field
angle increases.28 The Petzval surface leads to bulk and
complex lens configurations to focus the entire FoV onto the
image plane of the flat imager.29–31 If a curved type of image
sensor is available, inspired by the curved retina in the bio-
logical chambered eyes, the number of lenses required for the
imaging system to eliminate image distortion and aberration
can be greatly reduced, and thus the system volume and weight
can be significantly reduced.32–35 Performance requirements
for vision systems exhibit variability based on the operational
setting and the intended application, thereby necessitating the
consideration of distinct criteria such as resolution, FoV, and
depth perception. Taking into account multiple crucial factors,
the performance of recent artificial vision systems has been
summarized and presented in Table 1.
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Herein, we review recent advances in bio-inspired artificial
vision systems, which aim for more efficient image acquisition
than conventional image sensing devices. First, we briefly
explain the evolutionary process that the natural vision systems
have taken to understand the origin of the unique structures
and functions of the biological eyes. Second, we introduce the
structural and functional advantages of bioinspired devices in
comparison to those of natural eyes. To mimic these distinct
structural and functional features in the artificial vision system
require advanced material strategies with novel fabrication/
design techniques, which are explained in each artificial vision
system section. Finally, the current state of bio-inspired artifi-
cial vision devices and their future outlook are discussed.

2. Bio-inspired devices for efficient
image acquisition
2.1. High-resolution vision

The evolution of visual systems began with simple non-directional
photoreceptors, which have been then progressively developed
into more complex structures for processing sophisticated visual
tasks (Fig. 1a).36 Non-directional photoreceptors are composed
of one photoreceptor cell or several photoreceptor cells without
additional optical structures, which can only conduct simple
visual tasks from light intensity variations, such as changes in
water depth, UV intensity, and shadow. Phototaxis animals
have eye spots consisting of pigment cells and photoreceptor

cells, which can detect the direction of light through other
structures (microvilli) that partially shade photoreceptor cells.
These systems can also scan spatial information through body
movements and detect subtle changes in light intensity. The
typical low-resolution vision system consists of multiple photo-
receptors within a pigment pit or cup to monitor various
directions simultaneously. Photoreceptors in these systems
have reduced acceptance angles, allowing sufficient spatial
resolution to track objects or avoid collisions. Additionally,
they can collect enough photons by stacking photoreceptor
membranes with reduced acceptance angles.37 The high-
resolution vision has evolved to have a tiny acceptance angle
of B1 degree for conducting complex visual tasks to detect prey
and predators. As a result, focusing optics, such as lenses,
have become essential elements during the evolution of high-
resolution vision.

Single-chamber eyes and compound eyes are two represen-
tative types of high-resolution animal eyes (Fig. 1b). Both eyes
have corneas and lenses that refract and focus light on photo-
receptor cells. However, the anatomical structures of these
two eye types are significantly different, resulting in different
optical characteristics. The single-chambered eyes, found in
vertebrates including human, consist of a single lens and a
concave hemispherical retina with several millions of photo-
receptor cells that enable high spatial resolution and high
acuity. For example, the human eye has approximately 100 million
rod cells and 6 million cone cells.34 In particular, the unique
retina structure, called fovea, allows high-acuity vision in a certain

Table 1 Performance parameters of artificial vision devices

Type of eye Single-chambered eye

Focal length 12 mm 100 mm 16 mm d
far

= 2.95 mm 160.6 mm
d

5cm
= 3.90 mm

Lens diameter 12 mm 6 mm 12 cm 4.1 mm 10 mm
Pixel size 500 � 500 mm2 5.5 � 5.5 mm2 1.6 mm (pitch) 200 � 125 mm2 92.1 � 93.8 mm2

# of pixel 256 2 033 600 (CMOS) 100 351 455
Field of view 801 N/A 1501–1601 1201 1201 � 701

Photograph

Ref. 82 141 188 77 88

Type of eye Compound eye

Focal length 1.35 mm 550 mm 1.4 mm (total track length) N/A 2 mm
Lens diameter 800 mm 172 mm B100 mm 180 mm 40 mm
Pixel size 160 � 160 mm2 260 mm (pitch) 1.75 � 1.75 mm2 1.25 � 1.25 mm2 210 � 210 mm2

# of pixel 256 630 2 000 000 (CMOS) 18 100 000 (CMOS) 128
Field of view 1601 1801 � 601 681 1701 3001 � 1601

Photograph

Ref. 85 86 110 81 172
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region of entire visual fields. On the other hand, the compound
eyes, found in invertebrates such as insects and crustaceans,
are composed of a convex-shaped array of thousands of unique
optical units, called ommatidia. These eyes are specialized for
wide FoV imaging due to the convex geometry and motion
detection due to its high sensitivity.

Visual acuity, the ability to distinguish fine details, is
determined by various factors, including anatomical features.38

To achieve high acuity vision, densely packed photoreceptor cells
in the retina and a long focal length are required. The inter-
receptor angle is defined as a ratio of the distance between the
receptors and the focal length so that the visual acuity is improved
as the focal length increases.39 In this regard, visual acuity
is generally higher in large animals with large eyes because of
the correlation between eye size and body size. Similarly, the
compound eye has relatively lower acuity vision than the single-
chambered eye of the same size because it has a small facet lens,
which is particularly affected by diffraction.26 For the compound

eye to achieve the visual acuity of human vision, it should be one
meter in eye diameter.13 In terms of the visual acuity range,
animals with single-chambered eyes, such as humans, birds,
mammals, and fish, typically have high visual acuity – for
instance, B60 cycles per degree (cpd) in human eyes,38 bird eyes
ranging from 4 to 140 cpd,40,41 mammals from 0.1 to 64 cpd,42,43

and fish eyes ranging from 0.56 to 40 cpd.44,45 Insects and
crustaceans with compound eyes show relatively low visual acuity,
with maximum acuity of B2 cpd.11

Other optical factors, such as spherical and chromatic
aberration, also contribute to the resolution degradation.
To circumvent these limits, animal eyes have evolved in diverse
directions.26 Some animals have evolved to correct the spheri-
cal aberration by adopting aspheric lens surfaces46,47 and the
chromatic aberration by using a crystalline lens with a gradient
refractive index (GRIN) distribution48–51 or a multilayered facet
lens with graded indices52,53 (Fig. 1c-I). Together with the
diffraction and aberration in lens optics, the optical properties

Fig. 1 Evolution of high-resolution vision. (a) Schematic illustrations of the evolution of visual system for sophisticated visual task. (b) Two representative
types of the high resolution eye: single-chambered eye (top) and compound eye (bottom). (c) Evolution of optical structures for resolving issues that
degrade the resolution, such as (I) optical aberrations and (II) optical crosstalk. (d) Evolution of the retina for the high-resolution vision, such as (I) curved
morphology of retina and (II) spatially variable density of photoreceptor cells.
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of the retina are also important factors that determine spatial
resolution. Optical crosstalk, which refers to the unintended
light absorption by adjacent photoreceptors, can degrade spa-
tial resolution.39 To prevent resolution loss from the optical
crosstalk, animal eyes, both single-chamber eye and compound
eye, have evolved to confine light to the specific photoreceptor
through additional structures such as screening pigments and
optical waveguides (Fig. 1c-II).11,54–56

Achieving high visual resolution and acuity cannot be solely
accomplished through lens optics alone or by preventing
optical crosstalk. For example, conventional imaging devices
often suffer from adjusting optical aberrations because a
curved focal plane formed by a single lens does not match
the flat image sensors.57 Multiple lenses with complex lens
optics (e.g., the double Gauss lens) are required to address this
issue, but it makes the imaging system heavy and bulky.58,59

Moreover, the planar configuration of the conventional image
sensor array has limited the implementation of the full panora-
mic FoV, which is a distinguished advantage of the natural
compound eye.60 Thus, the retinal evolutions found in natural
eyes are necessary to be combined in artificial vision systems.

One of the most important features is the curved morphol-
ogy of the retina (Fig. 1d-I). In the single-chambered eye, an
object image focused by the single ellipsoidal lens creates a
curved focal plane that matches the hemispherically curved
concave retina. This allows high-resolution vision with a wide
FoV and low optical aberrations while enabling a simple optical
system configuration.34,61 Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands
of minimal sensing units called ommatidia contribute to
imaging in the compound eye. Objects are focused onto a
convex array of photoreceptors by individual facet lenses.62,63

This configuration exhibits an infinite depth of field (DoF),
wide FoV, and fast motion detection ability. Each ommatidium
in the apposition compound eye consists of a facet lens, a
crystalline cone, a light-guiding rhabdom, and photoreceptor
cells.26,64 Although the visual resolution of the compound eye is
relatively inferior to the single-chambered eye, the apposition
compound eye exhibits reasonable visual resolution via mini-
mized optical aberrations, including distortion.60

Certain animals employ a spatially variable density of photo-
receptors as an effective strategy to achieve high resolution
(Fig. 1d-II).65,66 By arranging a region of high-density photo-
receptors in the central visual area and a relatively low-density
region in the periphery, animals can achieve high visual
resolution while minimizing redundant energy consumption.67

For example, cuttlefish have a densely packed belt-like region in
their retina that matches their main visual field.68,69 Humans and
birds also have a spot in their retina called the fovea, where cone
cells are highly concentrated.67 The fovea plays a crucial role by
providing a clear and precise central vision, which is vital for tasks
where the ability to distinguish fine details is of primary impor-
tance. It can be reading and driving for humans and hunting at a
high altitude for birds.

As such, unique optical and retinal characteristics of the
natural eyes have been developed through the long-term evolu-
tionary process to achieve high resolution. Meanwhile, there

have been continuous efforts to mimic such features found in
natural visions and, thus, to develop highly efficient artificial
vision systems. In this section, the detailed optical and retinal
features, mimicked in artificial devices to achieve high resolu-
tion, will be reviewed.

2.1.1. Optical evolution for high resolution vision. Over the
past decades, inspired by animal eyes, extensive research works
have been conducted to develop the artificial vision system
(or artificial eye) from the development of optical parts to
that of entire vision systems. For example, a tunable lens is
demonstrated by applying electric fields on a liquid-based lens
consisting of two liquids with different conductivities.70–72

Mishra et al. suggested an aspherical liquid microlens to correct
the spherical aberration by adjusting the interface shape between
two non-mixable liquids, such as oil and water (Fig. 2a).73 The lens
system consists of three parallel glass plates held together by
spacers, and the middle plate has a circular aperture with a
1 mm diameter. The lower space is filled with water, allowing
for adjustment of hydrostatic pressure, while the upper space is
filled with oil in the ambient pressure. When zero voltage is
applied, the lens shows spherical curvatures that vary with the
hydrostatic pressure, managing the longitudinal spherical aber-
ration (LSA). By modulating the voltage (from 0 V to 3.3 kV) and
the hydrostatic pressure (from 30 Pa to 88 Pa), the focal length
and spherical aberrations can be controlled from 20 to 8 mm
and from �1.79 to +1.13 mm, respectively.

Recently, various additive-based manufacturing methods
have demonstrated significant potential in the fabrication of
GRIN (Gradient-Index) lenses, one of which involves the
sequential coating of layered polymer films.74,75 However, there
are several drawbacks associated with these methods, such as
the requirement for precise control of the layer thickness
and composition and the defect vulnerability because even a
slight imperfection can substantially affect the lens quality.
Rebecca et al. utilized a multi-material direct ink writing (DIW)
approach to fabricate GRIN optical systems with customized
refractive indices (Fig. 2b).76 The DIW setup consisted of two
inlets and a rotating active mixer inside the nozzle, and the
desired concentration profile was achieved by controlling the
concentrations of the two inks, silica (SiO2) and silica–titania
(SiO2–TiO2), in the mixer. Transparent SiO2–TiO2 GRIN glass,
featuring an exponential index change of up to 0.008 and a
transmittance exceeding 74%, was printed over a range of 1 cm
by using the spatial variation in TiO2 concentration to create a
GRIN profile. Although the fabricated lens is shaped to a simple
cylindrical form, the DIW is one of the promising methods for
precise control of the optical or other material properties for
gradient optics.

In another example, Kim et al. reported a miniaturized arti-
ficial eye camera inspired by the optical advantages of aquatic
animals, including wide FoV and high visual acuity, by imple-
menting the multi-focal lens (Fig. 2c).77 To minimize the chro-
matic aberrations of monocentric lenses, a core–shell structure
with two different RI values were fabricated by assembling two
half-ball lenses, composed of a half-ball lens (BK7) and a shell
lens (SF16), on both sides of the aperture using transparent
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optical adhesives (NOA61). Compared to a homogeneous ball
lens, the utilization of different refractive index (RI) dispersion
in GRIN lenses resulted in a notable reduction in overall
chromatic aberrations, including chromatic transverse aberra-
tion (CTA) and chromatic longitudinal aberration (CLA). Speci-
fically, the CTA was reduced from 1.51 � 10�3 to 4.30 � 10�4,
and the CLA was reduced from 4.77 � 10�3 to 3.14 � 10�4.

Compared to the single-chambered eye, the compound
eye has several unique features, such as smaller size, wider
FoV, and improved sensitivity to motion. With these optical
advantages, several artificial compound eye systems have been

demonstrated.33,78,79 Kim et al. reported ultra-thin arrayed
cameras for high contrast and high-resolution imaging with
minimal optical crosstalk, inspired by the compound eye of
Xenos-peckii (Fig. 2d).80 Natural eyes improve the resolution
by reducing optical crosstalk through pigment cells. Xenos-
peckii’s eyes contain pigment cups surrounding each eyelet to
block incident off-axis light. The proposed system consists of a
multi-layer aperture array (MAA), an inverted microlens array
(iMLA), and a gap spacer on a planar CMOS image sensor array
(CMOS ISA). With the stack of the black polymer (GMC 1040)
with a circular pattern, MAA acts as a cylindrical pinhole array,

Fig. 2 Artificial vision systems that mimic the high-resolution capabilities of natural eyes using optical evolutionary methods. (a) Interface profiles of a
spherical lens at zero voltage (top) and of an aspherical lens with zero spherical aberration when the voltage is applied (bottom) with optical images of a
square grid demonstrating the correction of aberrations. Reproduced with permission.73 Copyright 2014, Scientific Reports. (b) Spatial variation in the
refractive index of the gradient refractive index (GRIN) glass optics (left) and fabrication method of the GRIN optical system from two silica-based inks
with different dopant concentrations (right). Reproduced with permission.76 Copyright 2020, Science Advances. (c) Exploded schematics and
photographs of the multi-focal lens inspired by aquatic animals (left). Ray-tracing simulation (middle) and Seidel aberration coefficients (right) show
significant reduction of chromatic aberrations in the multi-focal lens system. Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2020, Nature Electronics.
(d) Photograph (left) and cross-sectional image (right) of an ultra-thin arrayed camera inspired by the light absorbing materials in the Xenos-peckii vision
system. Reproduced with permission.80 Copyright 2020, Light: Science & Applications. (e) Photograph (left) and cross-sectional image (right) of a
biomimetic vision system inspired by the optical waveguide of the natural apposition compound eye. Reproduced with permission.81 Copyright 2021,
Nature Communications.
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which absorbs light and reduces optical crosstalk between
microlenses, which enables high contrast and high-resolution
imaging.

Bo et al. utilized 3D printing methods with microfluidic-
assisted molding to develop a biomimetic apposition com-
pound eye (BAC-eye) (Fig. 2e).81 The BAC-eye consists of 522
microlenses, with each microlens optically connected to the flat
bottom of the hemisphere by a waveguide. The hemispherical
element consists of a photosensitive polymer dyed with a black
dye to absorb the scattered light, and the waveguide consists of
room-temperature-vulcanizing (RTV) silicon that is optically
transparent in the range of 400–1100 nm. The proposed system

not only imitates the natural compound eye in terms of its
small form factor and wide FoV but also delivers light from the
microlenses arranged along the hemispherical surface to its
flat base.

2.1.2. Retinal evolution for high resolution vision. Because
most of the silicon processing method is limited to the planar
device, conventional image-sensing devices based on flat sub-
strates cannot be free from optical aberrations. To overcome
this limitation, Ko et al. reported a novel method to implement
curvature in the silicon image sensor array (Fig. 3a, left).82 The
method was used to fabricate an electronic eye (e-eye) camera
with a 16 � 16 hemispherical curved pixel array. To fabricate

Fig. 3 Artificial vision systems that mimic the high-resolution capabilities of natural eyes. (a) Artificial vision systems inspired by the concave retina of
single-chambered eyes. A hemispherical camera using a flexible silicon photodetector array and a single lens (left). Reproduced with permission.82

Copyright 2008, Nature. Curved image sensor based on a tessellated hexagon structure. The inset shows the integrated monocentric imager with a
single spherical lens (middle). Reproduced with permission.32 Copyright 2016, Microsystems & Nanoengineering. Curved neuromorphic image sensor
using a MoS2-pV3D3 phototransistor array (right). Reproduced with permission.58 Copyright 2020, Nature Communication. (b) Artificial vision systems
inspired by the convex retina of compound eyes. Digital camera inspired by the compound eye of arthropod (left). Reproduced with permission.85

Copyright 2013, Nature. Miniaturized (middle) and origami-structured (right) artificial compound eyes. Reproduced with permission.86,87 Copyright 2013,
PANS and 2017, Nature Communication. (c) Photodiode array that has spatially variable pixel distribution (left). The imaging demonstration shows a high
acuity image in the high-pixel density region that matches with the region of interest (RoI) (right). Reproduced with permission.88 Copyright 2023,
Science Robotics. (d) Spatially variant pixel grid containing 1024 pixels (left) and reconstructed image of a cat (right). Reproduced with permission.89

Copyright 2017, Science Advances.
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the camera, a liquid prepolymer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
was poured and cured between two hemispherical molds. After
removing the molds, the PDMS was radially stretched, and a
silicon photodetector array connected with compressible metal
interconnections was transferred onto the PDMS. When the
tensile strain was released, it deformed into a hemispherical
shape. Finally, the array was transferred to a hemispherical glass
substrate to integrate the optics and interconnections. This
imaging system provides several advantages compared to the
planar imaging system, including uniform focus, minimal distor-
tion across the entire image plane, and a wide FoV.

As another alternative to conventional designs, Wu et al.
made a hemispherical imaging device by assembling flexible
gore segments composed of tessellated hexagonal photodiodes
(Fig. 3a, middle).32 A silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a
20 mm-thickness-device layer was used for the photodiodes, and
the device layer was released by XeF2 dry etching after all device
fabrication processes ended. Each hexagonal photodiode was
connected by spring-like bridges, functioning as deformable
electrical connections. These bridges provide mechanical
flexibility between semi-rigid hexagonal cells. Because the device
has a unique hexagonal shape, the polar coordinate system was
applied to address the individual cells, rather than conventional
row-column addressing structure. The mechanical strength of the
device was improved by coating it with the Perylene-C film,
allowing it to be conformally transferred onto a hemispherical
device holder. A high-performance monocentric imager was
created by combining the device with a single spherical lens,
resulting in a wide (1601) FoV.

Studies were also conducted on producing curved imaging
devices using commercial CMOS image sensors. Guenter et al.
used a pneumatic forming process to impart curvature to the
commercial CMOS image sensor.83 In the traditional method of
forming curved membranes, the edges of the membrane are
fixed while pressure or vacuum is applied, resulting in defor-
mation resisted by increasing nonlinear radial tensile stress.
In contrast, the pneumatic forming process introduces a flexible
membrane under pressure that allows the die to move freely at
the edges. A thinned and released die was placed into a forming
mold and pneumatic pressure was applied to a compliant poly-
mer membrane. As the pressure increased, the membrane gra-
dually deforms and contacts the die from the corners inward.
Using the method, commercial silicon CMOS image sensors can
be thinned and formed into curved optical surfaces without
functional degradation. As a result, it can effectively reduce radial
tensile forces and minimize strain energy density while achieving
an 18.74 mm radius of curvature. The curved sensor was then
combined with custom lenses in a prototype camera, which
exhibited a resolution of 3220 line-widths per picture height at
an aperture of f/1.2 and nearly 100% relative illumination across
the field. Similarly, Itonaga et al. fabricated an imaging system
that composed of hemispherically curved CMOS image sensor
and integrated lens.84 After fabricating the ordinary CMOS image
sensor on a planar silicon wafer, tensile stress was applied
throughout the sensor region to deform it into curved shape.
In the image circle, the sensitivity of system increased at the

center by 1.4 times and doubled at the edges. The dark current
was also one-fifth lower than that of the planar device.

Although these e-eye cameras possess aberration-free char-
acteristics and feature a simple device structure, they cannot
implement efficient data processing like human neural net-
work. To solve this problem, Choi et al. proposed a curved
neuromorphic imaging device inspired by human vision (visual
data acquisition and recognition) system (Fig. 3a, right).58

A heterostructure of MoS2 and pV3D3 on a Si3N4 substrate
was integrated with graphene source/drain electrodes to fabricate
a phototransistor array. The time-dependent photo-responses
of MoS2 and pV3D3 phototransistors realized a high-quality
short-term plasticity and a long-term potentiation, similar to the
mechanism of the human image recognition system. Due to the
ultrathin and intrinsically flexible materials used to fabricate
the device, including thin active materials (graphene, MoS2 and
pV3D3), encapsulation (polyimide) and metal interconnections
(Au and Cr), it was able to be transferred onto the hemispherically
curved concave PDMS mold without malfunction. Based on this
characteristic, the curved neuromorphic image sensor array can
achieve high efficiency in acquiring images and pre-processing
the acquired image data.

Among the hemispherical designs, the aforementioned
concave-shape photodiode array represents the artificial version
of the retina of vertebrates. Meanwhile, the double-eyed struc-
ture of arthropods is represented by the convex form of the
artificial retina. Since each type has its advantage, the convex-
type e-eye cameras have also been steadily developed. For example,
Song et al. presented a hemispherical bio-mimetic e-eye camera
inspired by the arthropod eye (Fig. 3b, left).85 The device has a
convex surface consisting of a hemispherical PDMS mold with
16 � 16 microlenses and thin silicon photodiodes. First, the
photodiode array and PDMS microlenses array were aligned and
integrated on a planar substrate. After combining them, stress was
applied to transform the planar device into a hemispherical convex
structure. A narrow filamentary serpentine-shaped design was
developed to minimize stress on the interconnections, incorporat-
ing Cr/Au materials and polyimide encapsulation. The device can
obtain signal from each pixel, and imaging was performed by
synthesizing and processing the signal obtained from each acti-
vated photodiode. Additional imaging processes for various angles
(left: �501, centre: 01, and right: 501) and distances (12 mm,
22 mm, and 32 mm) were also performed. The result was nearly
distortion-free, and the FoV of B1601 was obtained. Even though
the object distance increased, there was no change in the focus,
showing an excellent DoF.

Floreano et al. proposed another unique structure for the
bio-inspired compound eyes (Fig. 3b, middle).86 The device
consists of three planar layers, and each layer was bent to
implement the convex structure. The first layer is a transparent
polymer microlenses array, the second layer is a photodetector
array with a processing circuit, and the last layer is a polyimide
printed circuit board (PCB) which is used as a flexible inter-
connection and support substrate. The upper two layers are
based on a planar fabrication and have 42 columns of 15 imaging
elements. These layers are too rigid to be bent to a convex
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structure, so each chip was diced to be easily deformed. As an
interconnection layer and supporting substrate, a flexible PCB
connects each pixel and is bent to implement a curved struc-
ture. To get a horizontal FoV of 1801, the angle between each
pixel is set at B4.31. Although there is no vertical bending on
the device, through the stepwise gap between the lens and the
photodetector, a FoV of B601 was constructed. Also, the
photodetector layer has a neuromorphic adaption circuit to
solve the nonresponsive problem of the saturated photorecep-
tor. The application of neuromorphic circuits, which mimic the
local adaptation of light in animals, reduces the dullness of
illumination changes due to photoreceptor saturation and
enables faster reactions. This biomimetic compound eye is
expected to be used in various fields related to motion detec-
tion with high temporal resolution and local light adaptations.

Zhang et al. presented an origami structure to transform
the planar structure into the ideal aberration-free concavely
hemispherical structure (Fig. 3b, right).87 Using the truncated
icosahedron structure, the planar film can be transformed into
a soccer ball-like hemispherical structure when the origami
structure is folded. The device can be transformed into either a
concave or convex shape. The convex structural focal plane
array (FPA) is suitable for arthropod-inspired e-eyes, while
the concave structural FPA is highly related to the eye of
vertebrates. When a laser was radiated onto the convex hemi-
spherical array, the imaging result showed a blurred image
(blurring can be explained by the lack of additional elements
optimizing the image). However, the key advantage of this
approach is the possibility of implementing a two-way hemi-
spherical structure with a simple structure at a low cost. Also,
various isolating elements or image processing methods can
solve the blurring issue.

Golden cuttlefish (Sepia esculenta) has a densely packed
area of photoreceptors in their retina, forming a belt-like struc-
ture slightly above the equator. This particular region of the
retina enables the cuttlefish to have excellent visual acuity
within its region of interest (ROI), which is optimized for
detecting moving objects near the horizon. Like the cuttlefish
eye, Kim et al. designed a photodiode array with a belt-like
high-density area and a peripheral low-density area (Fig. 3c).88

The photodiode array is then transferred onto a concave
cylindrical PDMS mold and integrated with an artificial lens
and aperture to fabricate the imaging device. The lens used in
the device has a negative magnification, which forms an
inverted image on the photodiode. Thus, the high-density pixel
region located above the center line can produce a highly
detailed image of the lower visual field below the center line
of the horizon. In order to verify the ability of the high-pixel
density region to capture high-acuity images in the ROI, line
pair objects were placed either above or below the center-line.
The high-pixel density region produced a clear image of the line
pair objects in the lower visual field, while the low-pixel density
region produced a blurry image of the line pair objects in the
upper visual field.

Compared to the conventional multi-pixel imaging method,
the single-pixel imaging method relies on measuring the

correlation between the scene and a series of patterns. However,
capturing a complete scene using single-pixel systems usually
suffer from low frame rates, because the least number of
correlation measurements has to be the same as the number
of pixels in the reconstructed image. To address this issue,
Phillips et al. enhanced the data gathering capacity of the
single-pixel imaging system by using adaptive foveated ima-
ging (Fig. 3d).89 The number of pixels in each raw frame was
decreased and the frame rate was increased through radial
pixel size variation. As a result, smaller pixels are distributed in
the central high-resolution foveal region while larger pixels are
distributed in the surrounding areas. Imaging with the uniform
and spatially-variant resolution was conducted with the 32 �
32 pixel grid with a total of 1024 pixels. Both images required
the same measurement resources, but the nonuniform foveated
image had twice higher linear resolution in the central region,
enhancing the details of the image while reducing the resolution
in the surrounding areas.

2.2. High sensitivity vision

High sensitivity is one of the key features in the biological vision,
although an inherent trade-off exists between resolution and
sensitivity in all eye designs. Eye sensitivity refers to the ability
to capture photons and quantify the number of photons captured
per receptor, which is a critical factor for nocturnal animals and
deep-sea animals living in dim environments. As one of the
simplest solutions to improve visual sensitivity, animals have
been selected to have a low F-number, defined as a ratio of focal
length to the diameter of the pupil or aperture (Fig. 4a-I).39,90

The accumulated data of the F-numbers in nocturnal and
diurnal species revealed that the former generally exhibit
relatively low F-numbers between 0.5 and 0.9, whereas the
latter have F-numbers greater than 1.3.91 In addition, the shape
of the pupil affects the light collection, particularly concerning
the habitat and lifestyle of the species. For instance, some
cephalopods, such as cuttlefish and squid, have a peculiar
pupil of a w-shape or u-shape, which is specialized to reduce
intense light incidents from the upper side.92,93

The mechanism of enhancing sensitivity is not limited to
single-chambered eyes; it is also frequently observed in com-
pound eyes. The apposition-type compound eyes have difficulty
in collecting enough photons under dim environments. On the
other hand, the nocturnal or deep-sea compound eyes have
evolved into superposition-type eyes to increase visual sensitivity
by capturing photons incident from adjacent ommatidia rather
than blocking them to prevent the optical crosstalk (Fig. 4a-II).12,26

Nocturnal moths have adapted to dim light environments by
developing unique nanometer-scale structures with subwave-
length scale periods on their ommatidium, called anti-reflective
(AR) structures (Fig. 4a-III).94–96 These nanostructures are
composed of tiny ridges smaller than the wavelength of light,
which induces the effective RI to change gradually between the
air and the eye. In this way, incident light does not undergo a
rapid change in the RI, effectively reducing the amount of light
reflected from the surface of the eye. This structure increases
sensitivity in dim light environments and reduces eye-glow
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phenomena that predators can see, making it more difficult for
them to detect the moths.26

Another option to enhance light sensitivity is to improve the
light absorption capability of photoreceptor cells.26,97,98 One
approach is to increase the light path that the light takes within
the photoreceptor.99 This allows incident light to have a higher
probability of absorption. Cichlid possesses elongated rod cells
that exploit this mechanism to achieve high light sensitivity
(Fig. 4b-I).100 Additional optical structures have been used to
improve light absorption, such as light accumulating structures
in front of the photoreceptors (Fig. 4b-II) or rear light reflectors
that provide secondary light absorption (Fig. 4b-III). A repre-
sentative light-accumulating structure appears in elephant
nose fish with crystalline microcups with reflecting photonic
crystal sidewalls in the retina.101 The cone photoreceptors are
grouped within reflecting, photonic crystalline cups, receiving
guided light rays through an enclosed structure. For the bio-
logical light reflector, tapetum lucidum is the representative
structure that some nocturnal and deep-sea animals have
behind their retina.102–105 It reflects visible light back through
the retina, increasing the light amount available for the photo-
receptors to absorb.106 Especially for the cat, the tapetum
lucidum increases vision sensitivity by 44%, allowing the cat
to see the imperceptible light to human eyes.107 In this chapter,
we discussed the optical and retinal evolution of high-sensitivity
natural visions and the corresponding development of high-
sensitivity artificial vision systems.

2.2.1. Optical evolution for high sensitivity vision. In low-
light conditions, the human iris undergoes a process called
pupillary dilation, whereby the central aperture of the iris
expands, allowing more light to enter the eye and reach the

optic nerve.31 In order to improve light sensitivity inspired by
the human iris, Kim et al. developed an iris-like actuator using
a graphene-oxide-loaded crosslinked PNIPAm (PNIPAm/GO)
hydrogel (Fig. 5a).108 The hydrogel exhibits significant volume
variation, which enables the actuator to function similarly to
the human iris. When the hemispherical hydrogel iris is
exposed to light, the size of the internal hole decreases, redu-
cing the amount of light heading to the photodiode; however,
when the light is turned off, the photocurrent increases according
to the increased amount of light due to the volume recovery of
PNIPAm/GO. In addition, the PNIPAm/GO hydrogel can also be
adjusted by temperature and electricity.

The superposition eye can be further classified into four types
according to the structures and functions: refractive superposition
type, reflecting superposition type, parabolic superposition type,
and neural superposition type.78,109 Inspired by the neural super-
position type compound eye, Keum et al. reported ultra-thin
digital cameras with improved sensitivity and spatial resolution
(Fig. 5b).110 The camera comprises two stacks of curved micro-
prism arrays and planar microlens arrays integrated into a con-
ventional CMOS image sensor (CIS). The camera has a diameter of
3.4 mm and a thickness of 1.4 mm, offering a FoV of 68 degrees.
In order to enhance the final image resolution, the array of images
obtained from microlenses are combined to reconstruct a single
high-resolution image.

Several light field camera systems have been reported as one
of the neural superposition-type compound eye applications.
The light field camera (LFC) is an imaging device that can
extract depth data of objects by using light-field information.
Compared to traditional cameras, LFCs are able to conduct
functionalized imaging techniques such as depth estimation

Fig. 4 Evolution of high-sensitivity vision. (a) Evolution of optical structures for high-sensitivity vision, such as (I) lower F-number, (II) superposition eye,
and (III) Antireflective nanostructure. (b) Retinal evolution for high-sensitivity vision such as (I) sensitive photoreceptors, (II) light accumulation, and
(III) secondary light absorption.
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and focal depth expansion.111–114 Inspired by the optical struc-
ture of trilobite, one of the earliest arthropods with compound
eyes, bioinspired LFCs that can store DoF and achieve high-
resolution light field imaging are also implemented.115 LFC
technology is being applied in a variety of new applications,
along with technological improvements such as the high reso-
lution image sensors and miniaturization of the imaging
system.116–119

To mimic a reflecting superposition-type eye, Huang et al.
integrated an elastomeric polymer and a micro-square tube
array surrounding four highly reflective sidewalls to improve
light sensitivity. (Fig. 5c).120 Due to the convex shape and

Al-coated reflecting plate, the incident light is reflected by the
sidewalls and then focused onto a single photodetector in a
superimposed way of overlapping the light from multiple
micro-square tubes, so that the light sensitivity of the device
increases. This 3-dimensional, hemispherical artificial reflect-
ing superposition-type compound eye can achieve wide FoV,
low aberration, and enhanced sensitivity to light.

Moth eyes have inspired the development of a technique for
reducing the reflection of incident light by using gradient
index coatings with highly ordered structures. To implement
the structure, many surface treatment methods have been
suggested.121–123 Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is one of the

Fig. 5 Artificial vision systems that mimic the natural eyes with high-sensitivity imaging capabilities resulted from evolution of unique optical structures.
(a) Comparison for the shape of the actuator between low-light and bright-light conditions (left) and experimental setup for determining light
transmittance (middle) inspired by the low F-number of natural eyes. Photocurrent increases when no light projection (right). Reproduced with
permission.108 Copyright 2019, Macromolecular Materials and Engineering. (b) Photograph (left) and cross-sectional image (right) of an ultra-thin digital
camera inspired by the neural superposition type compound eye. Reproduced with permission.110 Copyright 2018, Light: Science & Applications.
(c) Exploded schematic of the artificial vision system inspired by reflective superposition compound eyes (RSCEs) (left) and SEM image of reflective micro-
square tube array (right, top). Image characteristics comparison between commercial refractive lens (right, lower left) and artificial RSCEs (right, lower
right). Reproduced with permission.120 Copyright 2014, Small. (d) SEM image of PDMS female mold (left) and reflectance spectra of antireflective (AR)
nanostructure (middle). Curves (a)–(e) represent nanostructure surfaces according to different imprinting forces and curve (f) represents the fat PC
substrate. Reproduced with permission.130 Copyright 2018, Scientific Reports. Cross-sectional image of AR nanostructure (right, top). SEM image of
before (right, lower right) and after (right, lower left) atomic layer deposition (ALD). Reproduced with permission.131 Copyright 2019, Optical Materials
Express.
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representative AR technologies that offers several advantages,
such as high precision, high efficiency, simplicity of operation,
and low cost.124–129 Sun et al. reported the fabrication of AR
structures on the surface of a transparent polycarbonate (PC)
substrate using the Roll-to-Plate (R2P) UV-NIL method (Fig. 5d,
left and middle).130 The R2P UV-NIL method involves a pattern
imprinting onto a flexible substrate using a roller mold and
UV-curable resin. In this study, the reflectance of the AR sub-
wavelength structure (SWS) was investigated as a function of
the height of the periodic structure. The reflectance decreased
as the height of the AR SWS increased. The average reflectance
of the AR SWS sample was only 1.21% in the visible light range
at normal incidence.

Meanwhile, since the nanostructures are vulnerable to
mechanical deformations such as pressure and scratches, the
way to improve the durability of AR SWS has been investigated.
Yoo et al. reported an AR moth-eye structure with an oxide
coating to enhance the surface hardness (Fig. 5d, right).131 The
AR SWS has a period of 250 nm, a height of 300 nm, and a
filling fraction of 75%. The atomic layer deposition (ALD) has
been used to deposit a uniform aluminum oxide (Al2O3) mono-
layer of various thicknesses onto the surface of AR SWSs. The
scratch resistance of AR SWSs was measured using a nano-
scratch resistance measurement technique with a diamond
stylus. The average friction coefficient was reduced by approxi-
mately 20% in samples coated with a 100 nm thick layer of
Al2O3, compared to the uncoated samples. This indicates that
the thickness increase in the Al2O3 coating is effective in
scratch resistance. The AR nanostructures have been widely
adopted in various applications, such as solar cells and photo-
detectors, to increase device efficiency.132–138

2.2.2. Retinal evolution for high sensitivity vision. Incident
light gets a greater chance to be absorbed within the elongated
rod cells of the cichlid, owing to the longer path that the light
takes. Thus, cichlid shows high light sensitivity even in a
dim underwater environment. Such a mechanism inspired
Kim et al. to use nanorod texturing to enhance the photo-
absorption and light sensitivity of the silicon photodiode
(Fig. 6a).77 Based on the wave optics to reduce surface reflection
and transmission, the silicon nanorods (SiNRs) were designed
to have a height of 220 nm, diameter of 200 nm and pitch
of 520 nm. Compared to bare silicon, the SiNRs exhibited
improved photo-absorption in the visible spectrum. This
enhancement can be attributed to the light trapping effect
caused by the diffraction at the nanorod structure and elongated
light path for photo-absorption.99 However, due to the creation of
dangling bonds that generates surface leakage current, nanorod
texturing of the silicon surface increases the dark current (Idark).139

Also, the presence of surface dangling bonds creates charge
carrier recombination sites, which lead to a decrease in the
photocurrent (Iphoto).99 To solve the problem, Al2O3 was deposited
on the SiNRs to passivate the surface. The dangling bonds can
be removed by surface passivation, preventing surface leakage
current and charge carrier recombination.139,140 As a result, the
dark current decreases and the photocurrent increases, signifi-
cantly increasing photosensitivity (Iphoto/Idark).

Liu et al. enhanced the incident light intensity by collecting
the light through artificial microcup reflectors (Fig. 6b).141 The
idea comes from the retinal structure that elephantnose fish
(Gnathonemus petersii) have developed. Each microcup is
based on a laser-patterned glass microstructure with two oppo-
site facets and four parabolic sidewalls. SU-8 photoresist was
sprayed on the sidewalls to smooth the surface and reduce the
scattering losses. Then, the aluminum layer (B150 nm) was
sputtered onto the sidewalls to concentrate the incident light
from the large facet (input port) to the small facet (output port).
When the height and input-port diameter of a microcup was
fixed at 120 mm and 77 mm, the microcups with an output-port
diameter of 20 mm produced the greatest enhancement in light
intensity. Unlike its natural counterpart, which reflects only red
light, the microcup reflectors possess a wide-spectrum optical
property that makes them compatible with most artificial
image sensors. This improves the light intensity by more than
three times over the entire visible light spectrum (wavelength
from 400 to 780 nm). For the imaging demonstration, an
optical setup with a flat 48 � 48 microcup array and a mono-
chrome charge-coupled device (CCD) was constructed. The
target object without a reflector was difficult to identify
under a low-light conditions (where the light intensity is
0.05 mW cm�2), whereas the target object with reflectors pro-
duced much brighter and more recognizable images. An artifi-
cial eye was also fabricated by integrating an artificial cornea,
ball lens, iris and microcup array supported by a hemispherical
PDMS membrane. However, image distortion occurred due to
the mismatch between the curved image plane and the flat
image device, which remains to be improved.

Min et al. fabricated a deformable inverse opal structure
based on silk hydrogel (Fig. 6c).142 To prepare the silk hydrogel
inverse opal (SHIO), first, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
nanospheres with a diameter of 300 nm were deposited into a
face-centered cubic (fcc) structure on a silicon substrate. After
the PMMA template was filled with a mixture of silk fibroin and
stilbene solution, the solution was cross-linked by exposing it
to short-wavelength UV light. Finally, the silk-PMMA composite
was detached from the substrate and immersed in acetone
to dissolve the PMMA, generating an inverse opal structure.
Due to the deformability of the SHIO, it can be conformally
mounted on the hemispherical agarose gel. When a red laser
beam illuminated the SHIO, scattered light was partially con-
centrated at the interface between the SHIO and agarose gel,
while some of the light was reflected back to the opposite
direction. Optical simulation using the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method confirmed that the reflected beam was
focused precisely at the focal point, indicating the functionality
of the SHIO as a concave reflector. Both concentrated and
reflected light can be attributed to the light absorption enhance-
ment of photoreceptors in front of the SHIO. Additional measure-
ment with blue dye (gardenia blue) solution, which absorbs a
broad-band spectrum ranging from green to red light, was con-
ducted to verify the phenomenon. Compared to the measurement
without SHIO, the measurement with SHIO showed improved
absorbance of white light in the broad range of 510–660 nm.
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The simulation and measurement proved that SHIO could serve
as an artificial tapetum lucidum in a low-light environment.

2.3. Visual adaptation and accommodations

Visual adaptation refers to the ability of the visual perception
system to adapt to changes in light intensity, thereby improving
the efficiency and accuracy of image recognition. This capabil-
ity can be further classified into two subtypes: photopic adapta-
tion, which occurs under normal lighting conditions, and
scotopic adaptation, which takes place in low-light or dark
environments (Fig. 7a). The visual adaptation is achieved
through a combination of subsequent processes, such as
adjusting the intensity of incident light through the iris and

the adaptation through the optic nerves in the retina. Visual
accommodation is another critical aspect of the visual system
that is conducted by adjusting the focal length to obtain clear
images of objects at different distances. In the eye of terrestrial
animals, including humans, the shape of the lens changes with
the support of the ciliary body acting as a contractile muscle,
while in the eye of aquatic animals, such as fish and octopus,
the position of the lens is adjusted by using retractor and
protractor muscles to achieve visual accommodation (Fig. 7b).

Various operating mechanisms, including electromagnetic
heating,143 electrowetting in microfluidics,144,145 and piezo-
mechanisms146 have been employed to fabricate adjustable
aperture devices that mimic the adaptation function of the iris.

Fig. 6 Artificial vision systems that mimic the natural eyes with high-sensitivity capabilities resulted from evolution of unique retinal structure. (a) Three-
dimensional atomic force microscopy (AFM) image showing surface morphology of silicon nanorods (SiNRs). Inset shows the cross-sectional TEM image
of SiNRs (left). Comparison for the absorption characteristics of bare silicon and SiNRs in the visible spectral range (middle). Sensitivity (Iphoto/Idark) of SiNR
photodiode with and without Al2O3 passivation measured at different light intensities (right). Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2020, Nature
Electronics. (b) Exploded schematic of the artificial vision system inspired by the retinal structure of elephantnose fish (left). Enhancement of light
intensity (blue dots) and cubic polynomial fit of the data (red line) at wavelength ranging from 380 to 900 nm (middle). Imaging demonstration under low
light condition (0.05 mW cm�2) showing enhanced imaging quality with microcup reflectors (right bottom). Imaging without microcup reflectors cannot
recognize target object (right top). Reproduced with permission.141 Copyright 2016, PNAS c) Photographs of the reflection behavior of a red laser beam
with and without inverse opal reflector. The FDTD simulation proves that the reflector serves as a concave mirror (left). Schematic illustration of
experimental setup (middle) and measurement (right) to verify the absorption enhancement. Reproduced with permission.142 Copyright 2017, PNAS.
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However, these mechanisms require additional external systems
for proper operation, which leads to the bulk device configuration.
Zeng et al. implemented a self-regulating iris, which responds to
the incident light intensity with no external control circuitry
(Fig. 7c).147 The actuation of the device is conducted through
the anisotropic thermal expansion of light-responsive liquid
crystal elastomers (LCEs) and radial molecular alignment of the
iris segment. With an increase in the power of the incident
light, there is an inward deformation of 12 individual seg-
ments, resulting in a reduction of the aperture’s overall size.
The device exhibits a light transmission of over 20 mW across
input levels ranging from 30 mW to 200 mW. Meanwhile, the
closure of the device occurs within 30 s under an incident light
intensity of 230 mW cm�2, and within 5 s at an irradiation level

of 300 mW cm�2. When the eye is exposed to light that exceeds
its dynamic range, the feedback through the optic nerve
enables modulation of the incident optical signal into an
appropriate level of electrical signal.

Several imaging devices have been developed to realize
visual adaptation inspired by natural neural feedback
systems.148 Conventional systems usually depend on a voltage
dividing strategy along with de-noising algorithms and post-
processing techniques to extract useful information. However,
these methods often result in decreased efficiency and increased
complexity.149,150 Liao et al. developed a vision sensor array
that can emulate the human vision’s scotopic and photopic
adaptation function by utilizing the light intensity-dependent
and time-dependent properties of MoS2 (molybdenum disulfide)

Fig. 7 Artificial vision systems that mimic visual adaptation and accommodation. (a) Schematic illustrations of the process of visual adaptation under
different illumination. (b) Comparison of the visual accommodation by lens deformation and lens movement. (c) Photograph of self-regulating tunable
iris when no light illumination (left) and light illumination (right) on it. Reproduced with permission.147 Copyright 2017, Advanced Materials. (d) Schematic
illustrations of vision sensor array for visual adaptation in a human eye. Reproduced with permission.151 Copyright 2022, Nature Electronics. (e) Cross-
sectional image of the bio-inspired PVC gel microlens system without (left) and with (right) the electrical simulation. Insets represent visual
accommodation in a human eye. Reproduced with permission.153 Copyright 2017, Scientific Reports. (f) Simple visual accommodation inspired by fish
eye for a close object (object distance, do and image distance, di). Inset shows image of the original object. The image captured at di,far = 2.95 mm is
blurred (left) and refocused at di,3cm = 4.72 mm (right). Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2020, Nature Electronics.
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phototransistors (Fig. 7d).151 Introducing charge trap states on
the surface of MoS2 transistors allows the storage of light
information and modulation of optoelectronic characteristics.
When different gate voltages are applied, the channel conduc-
tivity can be dynamically adjusted, and the recognition range of
the device can be expanded to be operated under varying light
intensity conditions. The vision system consisting of an adaptive
MoS2 optical transistor array and a three-layer artificial neural
network (ANN) was constructed to quantitatively evaluate the
visual adaptation in terms of an image recognition rate. The
recognition rate increased from 38.6% in 2s to 96.9% in 40 s for
scotopic adaptation and increased from 9.5% in 2 s to 96.1% in
80 s for photopic adaptations, showing a clear improvement in
both cases.

Liquid-state and solid-state materials have been widely used
for lens systems to implement tunable focus. However, such
systems have faced challenges, including fluidic leakages in
liquid-state systems and the complicated mechanical control
parts to modify the curvature of the lens in solid-state
systems.152 To implement the adjustable focal length without
such issues, Bae et al. introduced a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) gel-
based adaptive microlens system (Fig. 7e).153 The reversible
change in volume of the PVC gel with the electrical simulation
results in a reduction of the sagittal height of the plano-convex
PVC gel microlens, leading to changes in its focal length. The
proposed system exhibited a significant change in focal length
(B500%) under an electric field, and it showed a rapid
response speed (r0.68 s), quiet actuation, and low power
consumption (12 mW). Furthermore, inspired by the simple
visual accommodation of aquatic animal eyes, Kim et al. pre-
sented an aquatic-vision-inspired camera that can adjust the
focus via lens movement (Fig. 7f).77 Objects located at a
distance ranging from 20 cm to infinity have a nearly constant
focal length of approximately 2.95 mm; however, as the object
approaches the lens (o20 cm), the focal length gradually
increases, and the image becomes blurred. The focused image
can be achieved by simply adjusting the relative position of the
photodetector array and the lens. In addition to adjusting the
curvature or position of the lens, visual accommodation can be
achieved by controlling the curvature of the photodetector
array. Jung et al. demonstrated the dynamically tunable electronic
eye that can change the radii of curvature of the photodetector array
on the elastomeric membranes. The fabricated system also has a
zoom ability, wide FoV, and low aberrations through tunable plano-
convex lenses and hemispheric detector arrays.154

2.4. Other optical properties

The important features of natural vision, including high resolu-
tion, high sensitivity, visual adaptation, and accommodations,
were introduced in the previous chapters. Also, the artificial
devices that realize these features of natural vision have been
reviewed so far. In this section, we will examine the specialized
optical properties that biological organisms have evolved to adapt
to their specific circumstances more effectively.

One of the unique optical characteristics of the cuttlefish eye
is polarized vision.155 Cuttlefish can detect their prey even

when they are camouflaged in a complex background. This is
because they possess photoreceptor cells with microvilli
arranged in horizontal or vertical stacks. The arrangement
helps the cuttlefish to extract polarized light reflected from
the target object while filtering out random polarized back-
ground noise. This enhances the visual contrast and makes it
easier for the cuttlefish to spot its prey. Kim et al. implemented
such property by introducing flexible CNT-polymer composite
film (Fig. 8a).88 To fabricate the film, a mixture of single-wall
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) was pre-
pared and then subjected to a mild heat treatment while being
mechanically stretched. This process obtained a film that was
four times longer than its original length, and the SWCNTs
were aligned within the composite material. The film served as
artificial microvilli by absorbing polarized light parallel to the
alignment, while transmitting light perpendicular to the align-
ment. Due to the flexibility of the film, it can be conformally
laminated on the top surface of the curved photodiode array.
When the photodiode was exposed to perpendicularly-polarized
light under a light intensity of 16.0 mW cm�2, a photocurrent of
about 58 nA was measured. In contrast, no significant photocurrent
was detected when the light was polarized parallel to the film. To
evaluate the polarized imaging ability of the artificial vision system,
target objects were created using polarized lights. A cross-shaped
object was made with perpendicularly polarized light, and a
diamond-shaped object was added around the cross-shaped object,
which emitted polarized light parallel to the aligned CNTs. With
the general vision, the cross-shaped object was obscured by the
diamond-shaped object, but with polarization vision, the cross-
shaped object was successfully detected.

Inspired by the tapetal structure found in the compound eye
of morpho butterflies, Garcia et al. developed a multispectral
imaging device (Fig. 8b).156 Multiple layers of cytoplasm and air
are stacked alternatively to form the natural tapetal structure,
functioning as an interference filter.157,158 The filter is located
at the proximal end of the rhabdom in each ommatidium and
selectively reflects light that is not absorbed by the visual and
screening pigment. Then the reflected light gets an additional
chance to be absorbed before leaving the eye. Each ommati-
dium has a different combination of visual pigments and stack
structures, which have selective sensitivity to different wave-
lengths of light. Artificial tapetal filters were fabricated by
stacking thin dielectric layers of SiO2 and TiO2 alternatively,
and integrated with a CMOS image sensor array. The individual
filters are designed to impart selective spectral sensitivity to the
sensors, which can transmit particular light spectra while
blocking others. The optimized transmittance of the filter is
60% and 80% for the visible and NIR light, respectively. There-
fore, the device can simultaneously detect red, green, and blue
(RGB) visible lights and near-infrared (NIR) light information in
a real-time essential for surgical applications. The multispectral
capability of the device was demonstrated by mapping a 4T1
breast cancer of murine and human sentinel lymph nodes
(SLNs) during surgery.

Mantis shrimp (stomatopod) have evolved a highly advanced
apposition compound eye.159,160 The compound eye of the
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mantis shrimp comprises thousands of ommatidia, containing
spectrally selective or polarization sensing units. They are
vertically stacked along a single optical axis that gives the
mantis shrimp a wider range of color recognition8 and the
ability to detect the orientation of polarized lights.161

The narrow mid-band (MB), ventral hemisphere (VH) and
dorsal hemisphere (DH) are the three main parts of the
eye.162 The polarization vision of the mantis shrimp is based
on the ommatidia in DH and VH regions that have ortho-
gonally stacked interdigitating microvilli. The ommatidia in
MB also contain photoreceptors that are sensitive to circular
polarization.163 The multispectral vision of the mantis shrimp
is based on the rest of the MB, where 12 spectral-sensitive

photoreceptor cells with a sensing range from UV to far-red
exist.159,164,165

Garcia et al. presented a CMOS photodetector array inte-
grated with polarization filters inspired by the Mantis shrimp
eye (Fig. 8c).166 An individual photodetector comprises one
p-type metal oxide semiconductor (PMOS), two n-type metal
oxide semiconductor (NMOS), and a photodiode. The photo-
detector array shows logarithmic response due to the forward
bias operation, unlike reverse bias operation in conventional
photodetectors. The pixelated 2 � 2 polarization filters with an
offset of 451 are repeated to cover the entire photodetector
array. The aluminum nanowires in dimensions of 250 nm �
75 nm are used to fabricate the filters that mimic the arranged

Fig. 8 Artificial vision systems that mimic special optical properties. (a) Schematic illustrations of orthogonally-arranged microvilli found in cuttlefish eye
(left). I–V curves of the cuttlefish-inspired image sensor under parallel-polarized (T||) and cross-polarized (T>) illumination (middle). Imaging
demonstration proves the polarization capability of the device (right). Reproduced with permission.88 Copyright 2023, Science Robotics. (b) Photograph
of the compound eye of morpho butterfly and cross-sectional TEM image of individual ommatidia (left). Cross-sectional TEM image of photodiode with
artificial tapetal filters (middle). Single-exposure CMOS camera can only capture one of the two images: color image (right top) and near IR image (right
middle), while the bio-inspired imager can capture both of them to produce combined image (right bottom). Reproduced with permission.156 Copyright
2018, Optica. (c) Photograph of the compound eye structure of mantis shrimp (left top) and schematic illustration of ommatidia (left bottom). False-
colormaps demonstrating polarization sensitive characteristics of the sensor (right). Reproduced with permission.166 Copyright 2018, Optica.
(d) Schematic diagram of the single-pixel image sensor structure (left). Absorption spectra for 15 stacked OPV-FR pairs (right top) and detailed structure
of organic photovoltaic layer (right bottom). Reproduced with permission.167 Copyright 2021, Science Advances.
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microvilli of mantis shrimp. The integrated sensor array shows
a high dynamic range of 140 dB and a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of 61 dB. Snapshot imaging is conducted to demonstrate
the high-dynamic range and polarization capabilities of the
sensor.

As an additional example of Mantis shrimp-inspired image
sensing devices, Altaqui et al. proposed a single-pixel image
sensor capable of performing hyperspectral and polarization
sensing (Fig. 8d).167 To compose the sensor, a linear polarizer
(LP), six layers of panchromatic organic photovoltaic (OPV)
detectors and four layers of folded polymer retarders (FRs)
are stacked along a single optical axis, where the last four
detectors alternate with FRs. This color-selective structure
can detect 15 spectral bands of visible spectrum range from
400 to 750 nm. Based on PBnDT-FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) bulk

heterojunction, the active polymer semiconductor layer is
oriented by physically rubbing the layer in a certain direction,
enabling high dichroic ratios that reduce optical crosstalk. Due
to the polymers’ orientation and anisotropic optical properties,
the OPV cells can achieve polarization sensitivity. The experi-
mental setup is constructed to verify the sensor’s spectral and
polarization imaging acquisition ability to detect four spectral
channels with high spectral reconstruction accuracy.

Jumping spider (Salticidae) has developed precise depth
perception ability to navigate complex environments and hunt
their prey efficiently.168 Although jumping sider has a relatively
simple neural network system, they achieve this ability using
specialized optics. They mainly use their principal eyes,
which contain multilayered retinas.169 Thus, multiple visual
information with varying degrees of defocus can be received

Fig. 9 Artificial vision systems that mimic special optical properties. (a) Depth sensing mechanism of the jumping spider (left). Metalens depth sensor
inspired by the jumping spider (middle) and top-view SEM image of the metalens (right). Reproduced with permission.171 Copyright 2019, PNAS.
(b) Comparison between biological crab eye ommatidia and artificial image sensor with the detailed refractive profile of g-ML (left). Photograph of a crab-
eye inspired periscopic artificial vision system (middle). Imaging demonstration proves amphibious imaging capability of the system (right). Reproduced
with permission.172 Copyright 2022, Nature Electronics. (c) Schematic illustration of the detailed pit organ structure of snake (left). Schematic of the
working mechanism and structure of biomimetic IR image sensor (middle). Captured images of human hand gestures and letter-shaped resistors using
the sensor (right). Reproduced with permission.185 Copyright 2022, Science Advances.
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simultaneously and used to determine the distance with rela-
tively minimal computation.170 Inspired by the depth sensing
mechanism of the jumping spider, Guo et al. fabricated a depth
sensor by exploiting metalens optics (Fig. 9a).171 The building
block of the metalens is composed of cuboid titanium dioxide
(TiO2) nanopillars on a glass substrate with a uniform height of
600 nm, varying width of 90–190 nm and center-to-center
distance of 230 nm. This structure serves as a truncated
waveguide and enables the local phase control from 0 to 2p,
while maintaining a high transmission rate. Therefore, the
phase profiles of two off-axis lenses, which have different in-
focus distances on the aperture, can be incorporated. In this
way, the incident light passing through the same aperture can
simultaneously be separated to form two distinct defocused
images on a single-plane photodetector. The depth information
can be accurately measured by computing the point spread
function of two different focal plane images. The sensor can
capture fast-moving objects like fruit flies or water streams and
translucent structures like flames, generating real-time depth
and confidence maps.

Inspired by the compound eye of the fiddler crab (Uca
arcuata) that lives in an intertidal habitat, Lee et al. developed
an amphibious image sensor to maintain imaging capability
both in the air and underwater (Fig. 9b).172 While other crab
species that lives in either terrestrial14,173–176 or aquatic177–179

environments have curved cornea surface and do not have
amphibious imaging capability, the fiddler crab has a flat
cornea surface with graded RI that prevents the loss of focus
caused by changes in the external environment.52 The omma-
tidia of fiddler crab consist of a graded-index corneal lens
(GCL), crystalline cone (CC) and photoreceptor (PR).52 The
sensor pixel imitates this structure, integrating graded micro-
lens (g-ML), polyurethane (PU) spacer and silicon photodiode
vertically. The black sprayed layer coated around the g-ML
resembles the screening pigment of the natural eye, which
prevents optical crosstalk by blocking unwanted stray lights.
The comb-shaped sensor array is then mounted on the 3D
spherical mold to fabricate the imaging device. An imaging
demonstration was conducted to verify the amphibious ima-
ging capability of the device, and it showed stable imaging
performance regardless of the external medium changes.

Unlike other visions that accept and perceive light through
photoreceptors, some snake uses a quite different mechanism
to detect IR light.180 For example, pit vipers utilize their pit
organs, which contain a temperature-sensitive transient recep-
tor potential (TRP) channel, to detect and hunt small warm-
blooded preys.181–183 The pit organ does not directly recognize
IR rays but detects subtly increasing temperatures in environ-
ments to obtain information about IR rays.184 Inspired by this
mechanism, Ding et al. presented a study on a self-powered
hemispheric IR imaging device using the thermoelectric effect
(Fig. 9c).185 The device used a nanowire consisting of a polymer-
based ionic thermoelectric material (i-TE) and gold in a porous
aluminum oxide membrane. Compared to conventional IR
sensing materials (e.g., poly-silicon), the i-TE exhibits a superior
Seebeck coefficient and low thermal conductivity.186,187 Here,

the mobility of cations (Na+) and anions (TSFI�) varies depend-
ing on whether the material is p-type or n-type. When a
temperature difference exists, charge separation occurs due to
the difference in the degree to which thermal diffusion occurs,
and IR imaging is possible through the resulting voltage. In
addition, the curved hemispherical structure enables a wide
FoV of 1351 while reducing imaging aberrations and minimiz-
ing IR transmittance losses. The final device consists of 625 pix-
els and can be self-powered due to the thermoelectric effect. It
possesses high responsivity of 0.5 mV for a 40 1C object that
have 5 cm distance from the device. The IR-imaging demon-
stration showed that the device could successfully distinguish
imaging targets like human hand gestures and letter-shaped
resistors.

3. Summary and remaining challenges

Visual functions of the biological eyes, especially highly effi-
cient image acquisition capabilities developed through the
natural evolutionary process, were reviewed. These features
include high resolution, high sensitivity, visual adaption, and
visual accommodation functions. Accordingly, to overcome
the limitations of the conventional imaging system, the state-
of-the-art artificial imaging devices inspired by the optically-
superior and structurally-compact natural vision systems were
reviewed. Recent advances in novel materials, device designs,
and fabrication strategies that facilitated the realization of
these biomimetic devices were also reviewed. More detailed
summary for each section is as follows.

First, high-resolution vision systems were reviewed. Bio-inspired
lens structures that can correct optical aberrations and prevent
optical crosstalk have been introduced. Facile design strategies,
including aspherical surfaces, gradient refractive indices, mini-
mized optical crosstalk via light-absorbers, and optical wave-
guides enable the development of highly resolvable artificial
lenses. Apart from the optical structure, the curved morphology
of the device was also examined, utilizing the optimized design
of the device structure and metal interconnections. Intrinsically
flexible 2D materials such as graphene and MoS2 can be
employed to introduce additional functionalities to devices
and facilitate the attainment of curved morphologies. More-
over, the utilization of spatially variable density of photodetec-
tors, with a high-density photodetector array distributed in the
main visual region, can contribute to the efficient realization of
high resolution.

Next, the review covered high-sensitivity artificial vision
systems specifically designed for low-intensity light imaging
and night-time vision. These systems incorporate an adjustable
aperture that reduces the F-number, allowing them to capture
more light. The superposition-type compound eye inspires
multiple layered structures on the photodetectors, which can
amplify the incoming light signal. In addition, the antireflec-
tive nanostructure of the moth eye provides a way to reduce the
light loss by the surface reflection and increase the light
transmission. To enhance light absorption and sensitivity at
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the retinal level, various techniques were employed, including
surface modification, the use of light-accumulating structures
(such as glass microcups with reflective sidewalls), and the
incorporation of a rear light reflector (such as an inverse opal
hydrogel).

Thirdly, the visual adaptation and accommodation func-
tions, which are two critical features of the natural eye to
perceive objects in different lighting conditions and at different
distances, were reviewed. The light-actuated liquid crystal
elastomer can change its shape in response to different light
levels, and light-adjustable neuromorphic devices have been
developed to mimic adaptive capabilities. Some creatures have
evolved to adapt to more special situations via unique optical
functions such as polarization recognition, multispectral imaging,
depth sensing, amphibious imaging, and IR vision. Polarization
and multispectral imaging were imitated by applying various
functional films (e.g., CNT-polymer composite, SiO2–TiO2 alter-
nating layer, metal nanowire film, oriented polymer layer). Depth
sensing was realized through metalens optics. Flat surface lens
with a graded refractive index enables amphibious imaging that
can reserve focal length regardless to external medium changes.
IR sensing based on the thermoelectric effect was also achieved by
using ionic polymer composite nanowires.

Although recent advances in bio-inspired artificial vision
systems resolve various issues in conventional imaging devices,
there are remaining challenges; low pixel density (i.e., low
resolution), limited functions, and lack of real-time response.
These challenges mainly come from limitation of the fabrica-
tion equipment in university laboratories. In the case of low
pixel density, the fabrication scale of small-sized pixels is
limited to hundreds of micrometers, while commercial CMOS
image sensors achieve a few-micrometer pixel scale (Table 1).
Even in bio-inspired vision systems that have achieved a high
pixel density using flat CMOS sensors, the full potential of the
high pixel density is not utilized due to the mismatch between
the lens and the flat image plane. Especially for the compound
eye system, the lens size of the artificial ommatidium is much
larger compared to the pixel size. As a result, the resolution
of the image sensor system significantly decreases, which
becomes vulnerable to noisy inputs. To overcome the limita-
tion, the mechanical system to ameliorate the low resolution is
introduced, but it often degrades the system frame rate, which
hinders the real-time imaging demonstration.

Another challenge is to integrate the multiple functions
observed in natural eyes into a single device capable of adapt-
ing to dynamic and complex situations. Most previous works
have focused on reproducing a specific function of natural eyes,
such as high-resolution or high-sensitivity. However, in real-
world situations, imaging devices need to perform multiple
functions simultaneously and adapt themselves immediately to
the changes of external circumstances. As most of the artificial
vision studies rely on manual operation, it is necessary to
integrate various system components that perform different
roles, such as power supply, motors, computing devices, and
control devices. The entire system might become bulky, making
it challenging to be integrated with mobile electronics and

robotics. Besides, the entire device system should endure harsh
environmental changes (e.g., humidity, extreme temperatures,
dust) and maintain their performance for a reasonable time.
Hence, further research is required to fully harness the advan-
tages of biomimetic imaging devices.

Nonetheless, notable advancements and progress are conti-
nuously being developed in this field, establishing the potential
to revolutionize advanced imaging devices in the future. The
advancements have begun with the researchers who have
focused on giving curvature to rigid materials to fabricate
curved image sensors. Optimized designs of the device struc-
ture and novel fabrication techniques with mechanical analysis
have been conducted to mitigate the trade-offs between high
resolution and high curvature of the image sensor array. Then,
research has expanded to encompass the entire biological
vision system, which includes lenses, apertures, and nanopho-
tonic structures. In addition to the studies focused on the
effective image acquisition ability via unique optical structures,
there have been advancements in image data processing tech-
niques that imitate biological nerve systems. These techniques
involve electronic synapses and neuromorphic sensors capable
of in-sensor computing, enabling efficient processing of
massive image data. Integrating these image acquisition and
image data processing capabilities can be a first step towards
developing a complete biomimetic imaging system. If the
aforementioned issues are successfully addressed and the
optimal device is designed by considering the relevant para-
meters in each situation, the artificial vision systems currently
in the research stage are expected to contribute further for real-
life applications.
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